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not further east, in Van Riebeeck Street) it must cross the new public space in such a way that it is
clear to drivers that they are driving through a pedestrian plaza, not on a roadway. (For example, the
level of the pedestrian space should be continuous; with the area across which cars may drive
demarcated by paving patterns and sturdy bollards – not kerbs and tar).
Van Riebeeck Street has different qualities from the streets which are part of the historical grid, and
the frontage of the development should respond to this: the building/s should be set back to the line
of the adjacent house and be of a scale and massing compatible with adjacent buildings; the street
edge should be softened with greenery.
The mill stream memorial, which is neglected and hidden away, should be moved to an alternative
location – possibilities include Mill Square or the new public space in front of the development.
If the entrance to the parking is in Van Riebeeck Street, it should bridge the mill stream in a similar
way to nearby bridges.
It is strongly recommended that an appropriate and safe pedestrian walkway be made past the
Grosvenor House Annexe as part of the urban design of this “gateway” area; pedestrians are
currently pushed into the roadway, protected from the traffic only by a yellow line.

Re-creation, reconstruction and heritage principles
There have been proposals to “reconstruct” Faure House (in its later incarnation as the Uitspan Café)
and coachhouse on the site. It is understood that this option is being considered again as part of the
viability study for the development of the site.
The impulse to re-erect is understandable for various reasons – it is clear that the Plein StreetDrostdy Street intersection lacks the townscape qualities that it had when these buildings were present
(such as enclosure, termination, sense of place, legibility), and this strengthens the sense of loss
experienced when looking at old maps and photographs and comparing “what was” with “what is”.
There is little confidence in modern architecture and town planning , and few people expect new
development to improve the environment or to offer the comfort and delight of the old. The Uitspan
Café was socially significant as “die geliefkoosde koffiehuis van die studente” and the name recalled a
prior history of the site as the outspan of the coach from Paarl to Cape Town.
However, it must be clearly stated that re-erecting a building that no longer exists is not
considered an acceptable conservation practice and contravenes international heritage principles.
For example, the widely-recognised Burra Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural
Significance (Australia ICOMOS) defines reconstruction as “returning a place as nearly as possible to a
known state, and is distinguished by the introduction of materials (new or old) into the fabric. This is not
to be confused with either recreation or conjectural reconstruction which are outside the scope of this
Charter” [because it is a conservation charter]. The Burra Charter goes on to state that reconstruction,
as defined, “is limited to the completion of a depleted entity and should not constitute the majority of the
fabric of a place” and is appropriate “when a place is incomplete … and where it Is necessary for its
survival.” Moreover, the fabric which is reproduced in reconstruction work “should be identified on close
inspection as being new work.”
One of the most valued qualities of heritage places is authenticity. A general principle in the
UNESCO Recommendations concerning the Safeguarding and Contemporary Role of Historic Areas
(Nairobi, 1976) is that historic “areas and their surroundings should be actively protected against
damage of all kinds, particularly that resulting from unsuitable use, unnecessary additions and
misguided or insensitive changes such as will impair their authenticity …” (our emphasis).
It is therefore strongly recommended that instead of constructing a “fake” old building on the site
of Faure house, any development of the site should include the construction of one or more
appropriately scaled, suitably proportioned, contemporary buildings which would restore the historical
qualities of the streetscape without any pretence that they are historical themselves.
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1.1 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: MILLSTREAM

Elliott collection c1890 in Smuts 1979:127

Description
Near the site the millstream presently runs underground except in Van Riebeeck Street (where it is
reconstructed in the old method but with the use of cement in the joints) and a short stretch at the site
entrance (brick-edged like a drain). Beyond Ryneveld Street past the Town Hall it runs in a channel
made in the 1940s in elaborate “Cape Dutch” plasterwork. The construction of the millstream has
changed several times during its existence. In the centre of town it was reconstructed 1804 in river
pebbles with straight sides and a flat base (out of town it was simply a ditch). Old photographs show that
it had raised edges next to the pavement and was regularly repaired with lime mortar.
History
The first mill was built in Alexander Street in 1685. Water to supply it was taken off the Eerste Rivier
along the Drooge Rivier (op cit 4.3) as far as Marais Street. From van Schoor’s map2 the route was then
down (later) Van Riebeeck Street, down Plein Street, and then it curved north-westwards to reach
Alexander Street (seen in Schumacher’s 1776 panorama). The second mill was upstream from the site,
south of Van Riebeeck Street and a branch from the existing millstream was taken down De Laan in
1688. The third mill, which was the most successful and had a long life, was built in 1750. It was west of
the Braak and to reach it a new branch of the millstream was taken from the foot of Plein Street down
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Dorpsteeg. The upper reaches of the millstream might have been renewed at this time. In 1804 it was
substantially reconstructed using river pebbles by the mill’s owner Jan Hendrik Palm. It is now covered
over past the site’s Plein Street frontage but archaeological information probably survives. The stretch
past Absa and the Town Hall in Plein Street was reconstructed in the 1940s. The Van Riebeeck Street
stretch was reconstructed in 1975, based on archaeological evidence but with the very visible use of
cement. In the late 1970s bronze panels memorialising the millstream were erected by public
subscription and placed in a “miniatuurparkie” behind the Du Toit memorial: nowadays a neglected spot
(see Millstream Memorial 1.2). (Hofmeyr 1975, Vos et al 1992, Walton 1974.)

Mill-stream routes by J van Schoor, redrawn Walton1974:42

Essential character and qualities
Always water flowing – environmental benefits.
A constant reminder of heritage – the past is very present.
Values and significance
Scientific: demonstration of the manipulation of water, sluice gates, advance in agricultural methods,
drove the mills.
Aesthetic: Water flowing in streetside gutters is a characteristic of Stellenbosch – a piquant addition to
the trees and buildings. Millstream the chief of these.
Abundant historical significance – demonstrates the origins of the settlement which, without water, would
not have been possible.
Typicality: a feature of many old Western Cape towns, for example Worcester, Robertson, McGregor,
Prince Albert, etc.
Archaeological investigations could provide information.
Design and development indicators
• Resurrect from its underground route. Impossible to capture the patina of the original as seen in
photographs. The Van Riebeeck Street model an acceptable compromise using traditional form and
modern materials though very visible use of cement should be reduced.
• The mill stream will be a very important feature of the proposed public space at Drostdy/Plein and it
should be carefully integrated with the design of that space.
• There is a requirement for pedestrian crossings and new roadways over the stream: any road
crossings in Van Riebeeck Street should be proper bridges similar to those that already exist. If the
public space is to include a vehicle crossing to the on-site parking, the way that it crosses the stream
should be carefully considered. It could be covered with visually permeable metal grids.
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•

Old maps show the route as being straight lines with two cranks but evidence from cadastral
boundaries suggest it had a curved route outside Sanlam. Archaeological investigations needed.
Could be part of millstream trail through the central parts of town to the Braak – see boxed
discussion.
PROPOSED MILLSTREAM AND DROOGE RIVER TRAILS
During our investigation of the millstream and Drooge River courses in the vicinity of the site, it
became clear to us that there is great potential to develop walking trails along these urban water
courses. The idea is only indirectly associated with the possible development of a convention centre,
although the convention centre would be one of the many points of interest along the route, which
would help to integrate it into the activities of the town. We include the idea here in the hopes that it
may be taken up in the appropriate quarters and developed further.
There are two aspects to the water trails idea. One is that the historical water channels which
thread their way through the urban fabric of Stellenbosch offer particular opportunities as part the
development and upgrading of a network of pedestrian linkages in the town (currently under
investigation by the Municipality). Walking alongside water is a particular delight.
The other is that the water courses run past (and thus connect) many buildings and places
that are already (or are potentially) of interest to tourists. The publication of a brochure (or
brochures) with maps and information would enable the trails to be self-guided. With the addition of
in situ interpretation boards (as at the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront, for example), what a wonderful
asset the trails would be to tourism in the town!
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1.2 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: MILL STREAM MEMORIAL

Description
Cranked wall with three brass panels commemorating millstream. Under trees at the side of Plein/Van
Riebeeck Street. Two stub columns close-by with small brass plaques, one removed, and an
arrangement of mill stones. Brick paving. The space behind is separated from the house at 6 Van
Riebeeck by a Vibracrete wall. The bench under the tree is broken.
History
Erected 1976. (Hofmeyr 1975.)
Essential character and qualities
A forgotten corner. Hard to get to, secluded, and therefore prone to detritus. It is on the far side of the
millstream from the road and pavement.
Underneath a grove of trees that are part of the “entrance” to the Van Riebeeck Street suburban area.
Values and significance
The cranked wall and panels have some aesthetic qualities.
There is educational value in the scenes depicted – a picture of the mill, for example.
The oak tree forms part of the entrance to Van Riebeeck Street. Unusually, its age is known: it was
planted in 1976.
Design and development indicators
• The inaccessibility of the monument is a major problem. It invites detritus because it is conveniently
private. The educational values are reduced to nil because no-one comes close enough to inspect it.
The memories enshrined in the monument are not specific to this particular place: they would be
equally appropriate anywhere along the millstream. So it could be moved.
• The 1976 oak tree and memorial stub column with information about it should be retained in situ.
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1.3 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: DU PLESSIS MONUMENT

Description
Grey granite wall about 2,5m high and 4m long, inscribed “God Verdedig die Reg” (God defends the
righteous). It formerly had a statue of Prof du Plessis in front of it which was prone to vandalism and has
been moved to the courtyard of Bloemhof School.
History
Statue in memory of Johannes du Plessis, a Professor at the Theological Seminary who argued against
the literal, scientific accuracy of the Bible. He was tried as a heretic in 1928 but was acquitted.
Nonetheless he was deposed by the NGK Synod in 1930 – a verdict overturned on appeal, though he
was not permitted to lecture. He died in 1934 and the statue was erected in 1936 (Hoskyn) or 1944 (Vos
et al). Since it was not allowed to be located at the Seminary it was erected on land donated for the
purpose by the owner of the Faure property, CM Neethling. The statue is in pale pink marble by Spanish
sculptor Quairan. It was dubbed Pienk Piet and was regularly painted different colours as student
pranks. Removed to Grosvenor House then to Neethling House, now satisfactorily located in the
courtyard behind Bloemhof School. (Hoskyn 1979, Vos et al 1992.)
Essential character and qualities
The blank wall is at an angle to the streets around it: disturbing. The inscription is wholly obscure without
a knowledge of the circumstances of its erection, and even then is somewhat baffling. Harsh forms.
Meaningless without the statue to which it was a backdrop.
Values and significance
Sweep of history: Important social issue in the 20th century was the extent to which the Bible is literally
true – cf the American “Monkey Trial” of the same period. Tremendous passions were aroused by du
Plessis’s claim that the Bible should be understood as being figuratively true, though this has become
mainstream thought since then.
The low positioning of the statue lent itself to vandalism. The statue has been moved to a new location,
and the social meaning and significance moved with it. There is a need for interpretation of the important
social history in its new location. The remaining pedestal base is of low significance.
Design and development indicators
• The land was donated for memorial purposes and may be restricted to this.
• The granite base and backing should be removed. Consideration could be given to deconstructing it
and incorporating the materials into the design of the public space as a “memory” of the statue that
once stood there.
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1.4 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: DEMOLISHED OUTBUILDING

Elliott collection c1890 in Smuts 1979:127

Stellenbosch Museum Murison c1900 in Smuts 1979:127

Description
There are foundations of a demolished outbuilding underneath and behind the Du Plessis Memorial
plinth. It was about 20m long and 8m wide with its end to Plein Street; at its rear was a lean-to section. It
had straight end gables with small mock-chimney tops. There was a column or pilaster at the corner of
the building. The long elevation had a number of large openings suitable for coaches (a covered cart is
seen in the c1890 photograph). In c1900 the roof was corrugated iron: it was probably previously
thatched. The millstream ran immediately adjacent to the end gable. The foundations are river pebbles
and the building seems to have been built over an earlier rubbish dump.
History
Single storey outbuilding built at some time after 1859 (not on Hager map) and demolished before 1920.
This location is said to have been the departure point for the Cape Town and/or Paarl coach service, run
by JC Faure who owned the Faure property from 1861. As a result his house, previously called
Evergreen, got the name “Uitspan” – a name which persisted in a coffee house there till 1961.
(Stellenbosch Stadsraad 1929, Vos et al 1992.)
Essential character and qualities
The low building helped to close the vista at the end of Plein Street, deflecting the route to Van Riebeeck
Street’s alignment. It and the Grosvenor annex across the road formed a “gateway” experience leaving
the centre of town.
Values and significance
Effective piece of townscape that closed the Plein Street vista and deflected it to Van Riebeeck Street.
Very strong sentimental attachments to a lost period: since the 1970s there has been a vigorous lobby
for the re-erection of the demolished building though it is known only from two partial photographs.
Design and development indicators
• There is a controversial and long-standing proposal to re-erect the building – see development
indicators and boxed discussion on page 21.
• Archaeological remains should be recorded and the site cleared for development.
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1.5 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: SITE OF DEMOLISHED UITSPAN BUILDING

Description
Largely featureless plain with scattered clumps of trees and various wire mesh fences subdividing it. The
millstream and walls are on the south, the rears of Ryneveld Street buildings are on the west, the site
blends indistinguishably with Callebasse Kraal on the north. On the east is the Botanical Gardens
nursery and the side of the house at 6 Van Riebeeck Street. There are extensive foundations of a
demolished house and outbuildings on the site. These comprise the Faure house on Plein Street and its
outbuildings (begun c1760s) and part of the rear quarters of the Diaconyhuis on Ryneveld Street (begun
c1736).

Deeds Office surveyors diagram 304/1814

Free imaginary reconstruction 1860 Stellenbosch 300 Action 1974
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1925 raised to two storeys. Note that this is not an accurate representation: the windows were four panes wide and
there was an eastward extension to the right. In 1926, the year after it was built, a double storey neighbour was
added on the left. Vos et al 1992.

History
A well-remembered Stellenbosch building was the Uitspan restaurant, a symmetrical two storey building
with a parapet and central porch with covered balcony above. It also had a single storey extension to the
east; and there was a narrow 2 storey building to the west. The ensemble was demolished in 1961.
Surprisingly, it dates in this form only from the mid-1920s. Before that it was a single storey building with
a pitched roof. The double-storey porch was added in 1924, the whole building was raised to two storeys
in 1925, and the narrow west building was built in 1926. The original single storey building is thought to
have been built soon after 1761 when the landowner, Abraham Faure, was appointed Secretary to the
Landdrost and Heemrade and moved out of the Church house he had previously occupied. It would have
had a thatched roof and probably a central gable. Its evolving building history is not known but it certainly
followed the universal Cape pattern of stylistic alterations from time to time – sundry extensions,
elaboration of plasterwork, Georgianisation, and so forth. The house was damaged by fire in 1875 and
may have been extensively altered in repairing the damage. It passed from the Faure family to CM
Neethling in 1879 and when he died in 1916 it was taken over by an Afrikaans cultural organisation, the
ACVV (Afrikaansche Christelyke Vrouwen Vereniging) which used it as a restaurant and carried out the
1920s alterations. After demolition in the 1960s the land was used as playing fields and in the last few
years as a parking lot. Sundry walls and fences were erected in this period. The adjacent Decameron
restaurant uses the front west portion as an outdoor café. Some archaeological investigations of the front
portion of the house were carried out in 1992. (Deeds Office erf register, Vos et al 1992.)
Essential character and qualities
Was part of a wall of buildings that closed the end of Plein Street and Drostdy Street, though it was not
on the Drostdy Street axis.
The site is currently featureless and unresolved – used partly as an attractive garden restaurant, but
otherwise for parking.
Values and significance
Very strong sentimental attachments to a lost period: since the 1970s there has been a vigorous lobby
for the re-erection of the demolished building.
Design and development indicators
• Full archaeological investigations and recording are required prior to any development, in order to
understand the complex form of the building (only the front portion has been partially investigated).
There are very probably several middens. Unless the archaeology results in startling and
overwhelmingly important finds, the site should then be cleared for development. The townscape
importance of the site is too great for the archaeology to be preserved in situ (with the above
proviso).
• There is a controversial and long-standing proposal to re-erect the building – see development
indicators and discussion on page 21.
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1.6 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: 22 PLEIN STREET, DECAMERON RESTAURANT

Description
Three storey building with Decameron restaurant on ground floor with a projecting single storey section
that extends across the pavement on leased ground. The building is concrete framed, four modules
wide. The upper storeys are glazed with four steel window units set on horizontal bands of painted brick.
The eaves is a simple projection and there are vertical steel rods on the module lines. It has a simple
elegance because of its frugality and carefully considered proportions. The rear is as carefully designed
as the front. The single storey projection has a steel frame, curved roof and aluminium windows. On the
far, eastern, side on Plein Street is an outdoor dining area beyond a low wall.
History
Built c1960. The front projection c1990s. (Deeds Office erf register.)
Essential character and qualities
Simple and anonymous modern architecture with a flamboyant forward projection.
Values and significance
Restaurant forms a spatial end to Plein Street, forming a minor plaza in front of Sanlam.
Architecture a good example of muted Modern Movement frugality.
Design and development indicators
• Resurrect millstream in front of it which now flows under ground.
• In order to make a public space (see Section 1.0) the restaurant extension in front would have to be
removed. The animation provided by the long-standing restaurant is an asset, and it should be
encouraged to continue to operate in its present location. The removal of the extension, the
restitution of the façade of the building and the provision of an equivalent indoor seating area (on the
Bloemhof site) should be considered part of the new development and negotiated with the owner of
the building. The restaurant’s outdoor “garden” seating should be incorporated in the design of the
public space.
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1.7 PLEIN STREET FRONTAGE: SANLAM

Description
5-storey (7 at rear) parapeted concrete framed building with steel casements, cantilevered canopy over
sidewalks (with outdoor seating for a popular corner café under) and modern shopfronts.
History
Designed in the late 1950s, the Sanlam building is the Modern Movement style in full pace – a cuboid
reinforced concrete frame in which the form follows the maximum permissible bulk allowed by the
planning byelaws. But a lack of confidence in pure form resulted in the inclusion of some weak plaster
mouldings over the windows and a strange “Juliet” balcony on the Ryneveld side. On Plein/Ryneveld it
is five stories high. At the back, facing the site, it rises to seven stories and presents unconsidered
facades of great brutality: clearly the designers never intended these to show, expecting other similar
buildings to click into place alongside. (Deeds Office erf register.)
Essential character and qualities
Overscaled.
Values and significance
The plaza formed by the Restaurant adjacent is a minor urban space with modest but positive
characteristics.
The restaurants, cafes and art gallery on the ground floor are an asset.
Design and development indicators
• Its jagged and undesigned rear is prominently seen from the site. Treatment or screening essential;
this will require negotiations with the owner. (Remodelling of the façade a possibility as successfully
undertaken elsewhere, eg KrugerRoos Keerom Street, African Life Foreshore.).
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INDEX 2.0 RYNEVELD STREET URBAN RIBBON

2.0 Composite: Ryneveld Street Urban Ribbon
See detailed discussion page 35

2.1 Side of Sanlam
Ryneveld Street is entered between the flanks of high 20th century buildings – the side of Sanlam and
the side of Absa Bank opposite. Not studied further.

2.2 First 3-bay Cottage
Not relevant to Conference Centre site but development there should not loom over this building which
does not have large trees in front of it. Not studied further.

2.3 Second 3-bay Cottage Afrikaans Christen-Studentevereniging
Not relevant to Conference Centre site but development there should not loom over this building.
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2.4 Ryneveld Plaza
Arcade links to the site. See detailed discussion page 38

2.5 Signage building
Not relevant to Conference Centre site. Not studied further.

2.6 Skuinshuis and courtyard
See detailed discussion page 40

2.7 Synagogue Hall
See detailed discussion page 42

2.8 Synagogue and Conference Centre Access Point
See detailed discussion page 43
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2.9 Bloemhof School
See detailed discussion page 45
Note: Wilgenhof and the Victoria Street intersection are discussed in Section 5.
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2.0 RYNEVELD STREET URBAN RIBBON

One-way vehicular traffic towards Plein Street with parking one side. Enters Plein Street between the
flanks of Sanlam and Absa Bank. Ryneveld Street is tree-lined and has contrasting morphologies on its
sides. On the west are buildings in large gardens, and a lawn (see section 3.0). On the east is
continuous urban fabric, small in scale, a kind of 18th century “ribbon development” from the town core.
The pavement along the urban ribbon is a variety of spaces, opening up and closing in again. Moving up
from Plein Street, first is a row of closely-spaced or attached buildings, consisting of two single storey
cottages with stoeps, a narrow modern building, Ryneveld Plaza, whose height is disguised by the trees,
and a longish double storey with a first floor balcony and old signage on its facia (more of Ryneveld
Plaza is behind it but is scarcely noticed). The corner of the signage building turns through a gateway
giving onto a courtyard occupied by an outdoor café, an 18th century fowl-house and glimpses of the
Drooge Rivier in small channels. The side of the courtyard is made by the Skuinshuis. A high single
storey, this is set at a thrillingly disturbing angle to the street and marks a subtle change in the
morphology from a continuous chain of buildings to more deliberate public urban statements: the
Synagogue and then the Bloemhof School. An important potential vehicular access to the Conference
centre site is between these noble buildings. (Between the Skuinshuis and the Synagogue is a hall, set
well back in a fantail courtyard.)The Ryneveld Street buildings back onto the Conference Centre site,
and Ryneveld Plaza has an arcade through and frontage on that side, which is an important pedestrian
link to the parking area, and potentially to any development on the site.
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History
18th century ribbon development along the road to Ida’s Valley leaving the urban core of Stellenbosch.
The road crosses the Drooge Rivier at the Skuinshuis courtyard and from there originally swung northeastward – Skuinshuis and Bachelors are both orientated to this route. Here there was a late 17th
century farm, Callebasse Kraal which was irrigated by the Drooge Rivier. It had a farmhouse by 1698
which may be incorporated in Skuinshuis or be nearby. Between the Drooge and the millstream another
farm was granted in the mid 18th century. Its first building, the Diaconyhuis (a Deacon’s house, probably
very simple), was built in 1736 – it was somewhat in the location of the 3-bay cottages. By the early 19th
century the Diaconyhuis had been expanded, a long building had been erected at the corner of Plein
Street and similar building south of the Skuinshuis. The winelands economic boom of the time saw the
gaps between these filled by 1817. The urban ribbon was established in a form recognisable today,
though the building facades have undergone a series of transformations. The Sanlam building of the late
1950s demolished the corner but the other new addition, Ryneveld Plaza, is politely handled. (Deeds
Office erf register, Deeds Office OSF 1:123, Kuys map in Smuts 1979:54, F Smuts in SAHRA file, Van
der Bijl in SAHRA file, Vos et al 1992, Walton 1985.)

Deeds Office surveyors diagram 304/1814

Post-1822 detail of Kuys map in Smuts 1979:54

Essential character and qualities
See description above.
From the development site, this is experienced as a relatively impermeable “wall” of buildings which,
apart from Ryneveld Plaza with its arcade link, and the Bloemhof outbuildings, turn their backs on the
site and cut it off from the town.
Values and significance
Streetscape with intense historical and environmental values. See detailed discussion of each building
and place below.
There are two important pedestrian links to the site (and beyond) through this otherwise impenetrable
wall of buildings, and the potential exists to create others.
Design and development indicators
• The rear of the buildings which resolutely turn their backs on the site (ie all those south of Ryneveld
Plaza) should be screened; one option would be to back a new building against them and orientate it
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towards the east – perhaps facing onto an internal court. The bulk and scale of such a building will
need to be carefully considered so as not to loom over the streetscape, especially where it is singlestoried.
The existing pedestrian links through Ryneveld Plaza and the old Bloemhof School should be
acknowledged and celebrated, and incorporated into the system of public spaces and paths through
the site (see development indicators under Context, page 12).
The impact of increased vehicular traffic in Ryneveld Street will need to be very carefully considered
so as not to disturb pedestrian movement across the road nor the existing activities (cafes,
restaurants, etc) along the strip. See also development indicators under Context, page 12).
See detailed discussion of each building and place below.
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2.4 RYNEVELD STREET RIBBON: RYNEVELD PLAZA

Front façade from Ryneveld Street

Rear façade from Conference Centre site

Description
Modern double storey parapeted building with 5 bays at first floor and central circular ventilator.
Cantilevered balcony has facebrick plinth, wrought iron railings. Ground floor has small door to service
lane, plate glass shopfront, recessed arcade entrance at north end. The building runs back on its site
and expands in width behind the signage building adjacent. Here it becomes 3 storeys high. The rear
facades facing the proposed Conference Centre site have windows and small central balconies. It is not
clear whether there are established rights of light.
History
There was an 1820s building on this site which was entirely demolished when the present building was
put up in the late 20th century. (Deeds Office erf register, Kuys map in Smuts 1979:54.)
Essential character and qualities
The architecture on Ryneveld Street is so neutral as to be invisible and its scale is very appropriate to its
neighbours.
The arcade is part of a pedestrian movement system.
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Values and significance
No heritage significance.
This is the most southern point along Ryneveld Street where pedestrian movement to and through the
site is possible.
Design and development indicators
• Link the arcade into a system of urban spaces and pedestrian paths on and through the site.
• The rear of this building has a façade that directly faces the site, as does the Dentist’s building north
of it. Both have entrance doors facing the site. Set new development back sufficiently to assure light
and ventilation and provide access to the entrances (perhaps by creating a courtyard or open space),
and ensure that new development address these fronts appropriately.
• Incorporate the Drooge River, which runs underground from the doorway of the Dentist’s building
eastward across the site.
• The architecture of these facades is undistinguished. They should be remodelled to integrate with the
style of the new development (since their value will increase as a result of the development, the
owners should be amenable to their integration).
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2.6 RYNEVELD STREET RIBBON: SKUINSHUIS AND FOWL-HOUSE COURTYARD

Fowl-house courtyard from street

Description
Single storey 3-bay building (a small amount of accommodation in the roofspace) with high raised
parapet, moulded cornice and circular cast-iron vents, and with corner pilasters. Sits at an angle to the
street. Central 4x4 door with sunrise fanlight in arched plaster architrave with pilasters continuing up to
cornice. On the left is an arch headed door; on the right is a 4x3 pane sash window with internal
shutters; both have plaster architraves. Full width tiled stoep. On the north façade (left) is a French door
with fanlight and shutters, two sash windows and small windows to the loft. On the south façade (right) is
a projecting wing with straight end gable and plain door to loft, glazed 2 leaf door below with narrow side
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